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• Atmospheric moisture can mitigate extreme seasonal excursions, reducing sum-8
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Abstract14

In this study we use idealized aquaplanet simulations of Earth-like planets to explore the15

large-scale atmospheric circulation’s response to changes in shortwave radiation, through16

changes in the planet obliquity, and in longwave radiation, through changes in the pre-17

scribed optical depth. We primarily focus on the extratropical circulation and the counter-18

intuitive weakening of extratropical eddy activity, and associated precipitating storm tracks,19

with increased obliquity. We show that on high obliquity planets with a small surface20

thermal inertia, net energy deficit during the winter months is primarily balanced by the21

latent energy component of the atmospheric heat capacity, which buffers any significant22

atmospheric cooling. As temperatures finally start to decrease, condensational latent heat23

release of atmospheric moisture further slows down the cooling and keeps the winter pole24

warmer than the mid latitudes until after the winter solstice. This prevents vigorous baro-25

clinic eddy activity, which lives off the potential energy stored in the sloping isopycnals,26

as well as the development of a Ferrel cell and storm track. For planets with larger sur-27

face heat capacity, we see a similar suppression, with the energy storage in the ocean sur-28

face, rather than atmospheric latent energy storage, primarily balancing the net energy29

loss during the winter months. These results suggest that, regardless of surface thermal30

inertia, water-covered high obliquity Earth-like planets would not experience significant31

extratropical storm activity and highlight the need for a proper characterization of po-32

lar properties in planetary modeling and observational investigations.33

Plain Language Summary34

We explore how global wind patterns and atmospheric energy transport respond35

to a change in radiation distribution, using a simple general circulation model of an Earth-36

like planet covered by a thin ocean. We examine changes in both the incoming stellar37

radiation, through changes in obliquity, and the planet’s outgoing thermal radiation, by38

varying the atmosphere’s optical thickness. We focus on the high-latitude effects, where39

increased obliquity leads to a counter-intuitive reduction in eddies. We show that on high40

obliquity planets with strong seasonal cycles, water vapor plays a dominant role in the41

energy budget and serves as a mechanism for storing energy. The energy released from42

condensation in early winter helps keep the poles warm for several extra weeks, reduc-43

ing the temperature differences between the high and low latitudes. This leads to smaller44

values of potential energy available to fuel eddies, which in turn leads to an absence of45

the Ferrel cell and storm tracks. For planets with a thicker ocean, energy becomes in-46

creasingly stored in the ocean surface, rather than in the atmospheric column. These re-47

sults suggest that, regardless of ocean surface properties, water-covered high obliquity48

planets would not experience significant high latitude storm activity.49
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1 Introduction50

Planetary atmospheric general circulations are driven by top-of-atmosphere radia-51

tive imbalances, arising from local differences between the absorbed stellar shortwave ra-52

diation and the longwave radiation emitted to space. On long timescales, a local surplus53

of energy must be compensated with energy export by atmospheric and oceanic circu-54

lations towards regions of energy deficit. On shorter time scales, energy storage in the55

atmospheric column and/or the planetary surface can play a role. Understanding how56

changes in the energy budget impact the atmospheric circulation and surface climate is57

a challenge fundamental to atmospheric dynamics, and is of increasing interest for ex-58

oplanet studies, where top-of-atmosphere radiation is the main observable quantity avail-59

able for climate characterization.60

In this work, we use an idealized general circulation model (GCM) to study the re-61

sponse of the seasonally varying atmospheric circulation of Earth-like planets to changes62

in shortwave and longwave radiation, and the impact on surface climate. We build and63

expand on past work (Lobo & Bordoni, 2020), which focused on the Hadley circulation64

response to changes in obliquity, to examine the response of the mid- and high-latitude65

circulation. We focus on Earth-like planets because these are attractive observational66

targets, given that surface liquid water is a minimum requirement for life as we know it.67

Understanding seasonal features on these planets will not only be essential for a proper68

characterization of their climate, but may also be useful for interpreting temporal vari-69

ations in observations. Changes in radiation due to planetary obliquity can have a par-70

ticularly large impact on the seasonal cycle and surface temperatures. There are several71

examples of high obliquity planets in our own solar system and, based on models of planet72

formation, we also expect exoplanets to have a wide range of obliquities (Miguel & Brunini,73

2010). Accounting for obliquity, hence, may be essential to fully constrain planetary hab-74

itability. Exploring these alternative Earth-like planet configurations is also useful for75

expanding our understanding of the fundamental dynamics that control Earth’s climate.76

Idealized models are a valuable tool in these investigations, allowing for an exploration77

of a broad range of planetary configurations and development of a more mechanistic un-78

derstanding of the relevant physics. They can also, as we explore the vast parameter space79

of planetary configurations, reveal unusual atmospheric regimes that challenge our un-80

derstanding of the relevant dynamics.81

On Earth, most of the atmospheric energy transport in the tropics is effected by82

the Hadley cells. In the deep tropics, a significant portion of the total energy transport83

is due to the ocean (Held, 2001), but we neglect it here. Under equinox conditions, the84

Hadley cells are roughly hemispherically symmetric, with both ascending branches near85

the equator. Under solstice conditions, the summer cell becomes weaker and the win-86

ter Hadley cell strengthens and expands, in response to the insolation peak moving pole-87

ward (Lindzen & Hou, 1988), as also happens with increased obliquity (Fig. 1 a,c). How-88

ever, the Hadley cell is dynamically constrained and cannot expand beyond the midlat-89

itudes at Earth’s rotation rate (Held & Hou, 1980; Faulk et al., 2017; Kaspi & Showman,90

2015; Guendelman & Kaspi, 2019) even with extreme insolation changes (Lobo & Bor-91

doni, 2020; Guendelman & Kaspi, 2018). Thus, increased radiative imbalances at the poles,92

beyond the winter Hadley cell’s reach, require additional changes in atmospheric circu-93

lations other than the Hadley cells.94

The dynamical constraints on the Hadley cell have an important impact on the hy-95

drological cycle, for instance determining the position of the region of most intense trop-96

ical precipitation within the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). Lobo and Bordoni97

(2020) showed that in high obliquity simulations, the ITCZ remains in the midlatitudes,98

as does the ascending branch of the winter Hadley cell in solsticial seasons, even if near-99

surface temperature and moist static energy (MSE) maximize at the summer pole. They100

also discussed important features of the hydrological cycle outside of the latitudes spanned101

by the Hadley circulations. At the poles, nonnegligible precipitation is seen during the102
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summer season. This is driven by small-scale convection over the near-surface MSE max-103

imum early in the summer, and by large-scale condensation at the end of the summer.104

Moisture budget analyses revealed how this arises from rapid variations in the atmospheric105

water holding capacity due to rapid decreases in temperature at the end of the warm sea-106

son. The lack of a storm track in the winter hemisphere was also noteworthy.107

Storm tracks, bands of enhanced precipitation particularly evident in the extrat-108

ropics of the winter hemisphere, are associated with moisture flux convergence by large-109

scale baroclinic eddies, fueled by available potential energy in regions of large isentropic110

slope. The isentropic slope is directly proportional to horizontal temperature gradients111

and inversely proportional to dry static stability (e.g. O’Gorman & Schneider, 2008). The112

role of horizontal temperature gradients is well documented (Stone, 1978; Pierrehum-113

bert & Swanson, 1995; Peixoto & Oort, 1992; Schneider & Walker, 2006), and the com-114

bined effects of temperature gradients and dry static stability on isentropic slope can be115

quantified with the mean available potential energy (MAPE) framework (O’Gorman &116

Schneider, 2008). Storm track intensity and position can vary significantly throughout117

the season, as temperature gradients shift in position and/or magnitude. One would ex-118

pect that large solsticial meridional insolation gradients would lead to strong meridional119

temperature gradients and enhanced eddy activity. However, high obliquity simulations120

with idealized GCMs (Lobo & Bordoni, 2020; Guendelman & Kaspi, 2018; Ferreira et121

al., 2014) where the solsticial pole-to-pole insolation gradient is maximized indicate a122

significant strengthening of the winter Hadley cell but a surprising general reduction of123

baroclinic eddy activity, particularly around the winter solstice. This results in a weak-124

ening or absence of the storm tracks and of the winter Ferrel cell.125

The relationships between radiative forcings, surface climate, and the atmospheric126

circulation are complex and include many nonlinear interactions. Some of the strongest127

nonlinearities in the climate system are associated with atmospheric water vapor, which128

has a strong nonlinear dependence on temperature through the Clausius-Clapeyron re-129

lation. More specifically, water vapor can impact the surface climate, especially when130

seasonal cycles are considered, through a number of pathways: 1) it is a potent green-131

house gas, exerting a strong positive radiative feedback (e.g. Held & Soden, 2000); 2)132

it undergoes phase transitions, with the associated latent heat release/absorption hav-133

ing direct and indirect impacts on the temperature distribution, the atmospheric circu-134

lation and the hydrological cycle in both the tropics and the extratropics (e.g. Neelin135

& Held, 1987; O’Gorman, 2011; Pfahl et al., 2015; Feldl et al., 2017; Lobo & Bordoni,136

2020); 3) it can alter the effective heat capacity of the atmospheric column (e.g. Cronin137

& Emanuel, 2013), thus exerting an impact on the response to any seasonally varying138

forcing.139

In this paper, we expand on our previous work in Lobo and Bordoni (2020) and140

we study the response of the extratropical atmospheric circulation to changes in both141

shortwave and longwave radiation. We are particularly interested in the seasonally vary-142

ing response of the wintertime baroclinic eddies and how this relates to the surface and143

atmospheric temperature distribution. We interpret our results using the MSE budget,144

which has been extensively used in the literature to understand the response of impor-145

tant features of the tropical mean meridional circulation, including the ITCZ position,146

to perturbations on different timescales (e.g. Neelin & Held, 1987; Neelin, 2007; McGee147

et al., 2014; Bischoff & Schneider, 2014) and which has recently been extended to the148

understanding of Earth’s storm track shifts (Barpanda & Shaw, 2017, 2020). The MSE149

budget has the appeal of interpreting the tropical and extratropical atmospheric circu-150

lations (including baroclinic eddies) as part of the global energy budget and relating them151

to sources and sinks of energy through the top and the bottom of the atmospheric col-152

umn, as well as atmospheric and surface energy storage. By applying this framework to153

the understanding of the seasonality of zonal-mean storm tracks in aquaplanet simula-154

tions at Earth’s obliquity, Barpanda and Shaw (2020) for instance showed how a large155
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heat capacity of the lower boundary buffers insolation through surface fluxes, resulting156

in small seasonality of the net energy input and, with it, of the storm tracks, as for in-157

stance seen in Earth’s Southern Hemisphere. For small mixed layer depths, they found158

a large seasonality of the net energy input, which leads to a large storm track season-159

ality, but also an increasing role for atmospheric energy storage. Here we expand their160

analyses to consideration of more extreme seasonal cycles as obliquity is increased and161

we expose mechanisms by which atmospheric energy storage influences the resulting storm162

tracks by its influence on atmospheric temperature seasonality. The paper is organized163

as follows: we begin in Section 2 with a description of the GCM and an overview of the164

numerical simulations. We then examine the response of the extratropical atmospheric165

circulation to obliquity-induced changes in the seasonally varying shortwave radiation,166

and to the presence or absence of moisture in Section 3. In Section 4, we study the in-167

fluence of perturbations in the longwave radiation, while in Section 5 we explore the sen-168

sitivity of our results to changes in surface heat capacity. Discussions and conclusions169

follow in Section 6.170

2 Methods171

We use an idealized GCM of an ideal-gas atmosphere (Frierson et al., 2007; O’Gorman172

& Schneider, 2008), with the setup described in Lobo and Bordoni (2020). The model173

uses a two-stream gray radiation scheme and a 360 day seasonal cycle of insolation. The174

GCM is a moist model, which includes an active hydrological cycle, where precipitation175

can form either through grid-scale condensation or convection, following a simplified quasi-176

equilibrium convection scheme (Frierson et al., 2007; O’Gorman & Schneider, 2008). The177

model is run with a uniform slab ocean of constant depth (aquaplanet) and constant sur-178

face albedo of 0.38, which in the control configuration yields global mean surface tem-179

peratures representative of Earth’s present-day climate. In the configuration used here,180

there is no ocean heat transport.181

To explore the response of the atmospheric circulation to radiative perturbations,182

we run simulations with changes to both the prescribed shortwave radiation and long-183

wave optical depth. Changes in shortwave radiation are introduced by varying the plan-184

etary obliquity, with values equal to 23◦, 40◦, 54◦, 70◦, and 85◦. For obliquities larger185

than 54◦, over the course of a year the planet receives on average more energy at the poles186

than at the equator (e.g. Ferreira et al., 2014; Ohno & Zhang, 2019a). Changes in long-187

wave are obtained by varying the latitudinal structure of the optical depth, at both 23◦188

and 85◦. More specifically, in the control runs the prescribed longwave optical depth of189

the atmosphere is constant with latitude and only varies vertically as a function of pres-190

sure (simulations with this setup will be referred to as τcontrol). The vertical structure191

reproduces a well mixed CO2-like absorber and a bottom-heavy water vapor-like absorber:192

τ(p) = τo

[
f

(
p

p0

)
+ (1− f)

(
p

p0

)4
]

(1)

where τo = 4.57 and f = 0.2. Given that τ is fixed and independent of water vapor193

concentration, there is no water vapor feedback.194

We perform additional simulations in which the prescribed optical depth is also a195

function of latitude, maximizing at the equator and minimizing at the poles (which will196

be referenced as τeq.max), according to:197

τo = τoeq + (τopole − τoeq ) sin2(φ), (2)

where φ is latitude, τoeq = 7.2 and τopole = 1.8. These are the same values as those198

used in O’Gorman and Schneider (2008) to study the annual mean atmospheric circu-199
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lation on Earth. τeq.max has an optical depth lower than τcontrol poleward of 45◦ lati-200

tude.201

We also include simulations where the optical depth varies over time according to202

the local water vapor concentration (which will be referenced as τwv), thus providing a203

simple representation of the water vapor feedback (Merlis & Schneider, 2010), with the204

optical depth modified as:205

τ(p) = τo

(
p

p0

)
+ τowv

(
p

p0

)4

, (3)

where τowv is the vertically integrated specific humidity, divided by an empirical con-206

stant (in this study 98 Pa) chosen so that τowv remains order one. τo is set to 1.39.207

All of the parameters in the different optical depth formulations were chosen so that208

at 23◦ obliquity, they result in approximately the same planetary global mean temper-209

atures. Thus, we are focusing on the effects of a spatial redistribution of energy, rather210

than an overall warming or cooling. For comparison, we also show “dry” runs at 23◦ and211

85◦ obliquity. These simulations have the same optical depth as in τcontrol, but the sat-212

uration vapor pressure is prescribed to be zero everywhere (as in Frierson et al., 2007),213

thus eliminating the atmosphere’s ability to store or transport water vapor and any ef-214

fect related to condensational latent heat release.215

The use of a gray radiation scheme in a well documented and extensively used ide-216

alized GCM is a convenient tool that facilitates our study of fundamental dynamical pro-217

cesses, but we should caution that such a simplified setup is not able to, nor intended218

to, fully reproduce observations even in traditional terrestrial cases. As quantified by Tan219

et al. (2019), gray radiation schemes can result in enhanced stratospheric temperature220

gradients, split jet patterns, and a non-monotonic shift in eddy latitude in response to221

global planetary warming. For the purposes of this planetary study, we do not consider222

these effects to be of leading order, especially given that we do not seek to quantify changes223

in the positions of storm tracks or jets in Earth’s climate. Many of the differences in the224

gray radiation scheme’s response to warmer climates, compared to more complex radi-225

ation schemes, follow from to the lack of an interactive water vapor feedback. As we shall226

show, water vapor indeed plays a key role in our simulations and we intentionally con-227

trast a control run, which lacks an interactive water vapor feedback, with the dry and228

τwv simulations to isolate water vapor’s impact on the extratropical circulation through229

the energy budget. We hence argue that, despite its limitations, the model used here cap-230

tures the essential dynamics of processes that mediate the response of Earth-like plan-231

ets to obliquity changes, and we leave to future work investigations with more complex232

treatments of radiative transfer.233

Given that we are particularly interested in the seasonal cycle, we use a shallow234

mixed layer depth of 1m for most simulations. This is equivalent to a heat capacity of235

4.13×106 J m−2 K−1 and a thermal inertia timescale of ∼ 1 day (Cronin & Emanuel,236

2013). These conditions result in more extreme seasonal variations than we would ex-237

pect for an ocean-covered surface on Earth, which helps isolate mechanisms behind the238

seasonal changes. Given that surface heat capacity impacts the midlatitude and storm239

track energetics (Donohoe et al., 2014; Barpanda & Shaw, 2020), we also briefly address240

the effects of increased surface heat capacity, with results from 85◦ obliquity simulations241

with a mixed layer depth of 10, 25, and 50 m. The simulations with increased mixed layer242

depth more closely represent a planet with an ocean-covered surface, with thermal in-243

ertia timescales of up to 2 months.244

All remaining planetary and orbital parameters are given Earth-like values (as listed245

in Lobo & Bordoni, 2020). For simplicity, we only consider planets with Earth’s rota-246

tion rate in this paper, though we note that for different rotation rates the separation247
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between tropical and extratropical dynamical regimes would shift in latitude (see Show-248

man et al., 2013), such that very slow rotating planets would be “all-tropics” planets (Mitchell249

et al., 2009), with global Hadley cells (Faulk et al., 2017; Guendelman & Kaspi, 2019;250

Kaspi & Showman, 2015).251

3 Response to changes in shortwave distribution252

We begin by studying the planetary circulation response to obliquity-induced changes253

in the insolation forcing. Incoming stellar radiation is a prescribed model quantity, and254

its intensity is easily observable for most planetary systems. Varying the magnitude through255

changes in orbital radius (e.g. Kaspi & Showman, 2015) or radiative profile (e.g. Wolf256

et al., 2017) can significantly alter surface climate. But changes in the insolation merid-257

ional distribution are also capable of shaping a planet’s climate in important ways. As258

a simple means to examine the influence of the insolation spatial distribution, we shall259

consider simulations where obliquity is varied between 23◦ (Earth-like) and 85◦. In the260

high obliquity cases, summer insolation has a single maximum at the poles and on the261

annual average more energy is delivered to the poles than to the equator.262

Obliquity-induced changes in the seasonal insolation distribution manifest corre-263

sponding changes in surface temperatures (Fig. 2), which tend to follow the insolation264

pattern albeit with a lag of about a month. Given the small thermal inertia of the lower265

boundary, this lag arises from atmospheric dynamic and thermal inertia. Not surpris-266

ingly, relative to the low obliquity cases (Fig. 2a), the high obliquity simulations (Fig.267

2b-e) feature more extreme polar temperatures, with very high temperatures during the268

summer and very cold temperatures during the winter. Hence, the poles in high obliq-269

uity simulations experience a much larger range of temperature throughout the seasonal270

cycle.271

However, the temperature contrast between the summer and winter hemispheres272

is weaker than we would expect from radiative equilibrium, due in part to the strong cross-273

equatorial energy transport by the winter Hadley cell, which significantly broadens and274

strengthens with increasing obliquity (Fig. 1). This results in increased energy transport275

towards the winter hemisphere, as the Hadley cell tends to transport energy in the di-276

rection of its upper-level mass transport. Comparing the low obliquity simulation (23◦277

τcontrol) to the high obliquity case (85◦ τcontrol), we can observe how the winter Hadley278

cell edges broaden from ∼ 30◦ latitude in either hemispheres at 23◦ obliquity to ∼ 60◦279

latitude at high obliquity. Despite this significant broadening, the cell is not global even280

in the highest obliquity case (see Fig. 9 in Lobo & Bordoni, 2020).281

Given that the Hadley cell does not become truly global, it might seem surprising282

that in the high obliquity control simulations, there is no evidence of a Ferrel cell in the283

winter hemisphere (Fig. 1c,d). We might expect that the strong solsticial insolation gra-284

dients at high obliquities, which result in a strengthening of the low latitude MSE trans-285

port, would result in a similar strengthening of the high latitude eddy transport and a286

corresponding intensification of the winter Ferrel cell. But, while we see a strong win-287

ter Ferrel cell for 23◦ obliquity, both in mid and late winter (Fig. 1a,b), it is entirely ab-288

sent for 85◦ τcontrol.289

3.1 Eddy activity290

The absence of the Ferrel cell, and with it the absence of a precipitation storm track,291

in the high obliquity simulations results from a progressive reduction in eddy activity292

as obliquity increases. This reduction was previously noted in Lobo and Bordoni (2020),293

which showed that increasing obliquity from 23◦ to 85◦ leads to a monotonic decrease294

in winter eddy kinetic energy (EKE). Here, we examine in detail its seasonal evolution295

across simulations. In particular, Fig. 3 shows vertically integrated EKE values averaged296
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over the NH mid and high latitudes (between 35 and 90◦N). We average over a relatively297

broad meridional band to capture baroclinic eddy activity, which shifts poleward with298

increasing obliquity, across the various simulations. As obliquity is increased, in addi-299

tion to the EKE weakening, we also see changes in its seasonality, with a weakened, de-300

layed, and shorter lived maximum. In all of the τcontrol simulations, the maximum in EKE301

occurs well after the winter solstice, in fact around boreal vernal equinox, and the tim-302

ing of the maximum shifts roughly 20 days further from solstice in the 85◦obliquity sim-303

ulation. If we were to choose a threshold to demarcate the start of significant baroclinic304

eddy activity, e.g. 0.5 MJ/m2, we would note an even more dramatic delay of roughly305

125 days among the control simulations.306

Baroclinic eddies form as a result of the vertical shear in the mean flow, sustained307

through thermal wind balance by the mean meridional temperature gradients. One of308

the Charney-Stern-Pedlosky necessary conditions for baroclinic instability is that the near-309

surface vertical gradient of the zonal flow (Uz) has the same sign as the interior poten-310

tial vorticity gradient. The potential vorticity combines the flow’s relative vorticity, plan-311

etary rotation, and a measure of column thickness to describe the absolute circulation312

of a given air parcel. In the quasi-geostrophic approximation, the potential vorticity (q)313

can be written as:314

q = βy +∇2Ψ +
∂

∂z

(
f2

N2

∂Ψ

∂z

)
, (4)

where β is the meridional gradient of the Coriolis parameter (f), and N2 is the Brunt–315

Väisälä frequency. In our simulations, the meridional PV gradient qy is dominated by316

the beta effect and is positive. Based on thermal wind, this implies that the necessary317

condition for baroclinic instability during NH winter is that the meridional temperature318

gradient is negative. We can confirm that this is the case by examining the top panels319

in Fig. 4, which show vertically integrated meridional temperature gradients (color con-320

tours) and EKE (black contours) throughout the NH winter. Though not identical, in321

these simulations vertically integrated and near-surface temperature gradients have qual-322

itatively similar temporal and spatial patterns, as can be noted in Fig. 2 and 5. For a323

simplified description, they can be used somewhat interchangeably. However, here we324

use vertically integrated temperature gradients because of their relation to MAPE, as325

discussed below. For 23◦ obliquity, extratropical meridional temperature gradients be-326

come predominantly negative just before boreal autumnal equinox (Fig. 4a) and eddy327

activity increases shortly after as the gradients intensify. For 85◦ obliquity the necessary328

condition for instability is only met briefly at the end of the winter, after the solstice,329

and baroclinic eddy activity is only sustained during the short time interval in which gra-330

dients remain negative (Fig. 4b).331

Given the Charney-Stern-Pedlosky condition, we can use near-surface meridional332

temperature gradients as a minimum condition for instability. However, a more complete333

description of baroclinic conditions ought to include a measure of vertical atmospheric334

stratification, given that eddies are fueled by the potential energy stored in isopycnal slopes.335

This can be obtained by examining the mean available potential energy (MAPE), us-336

ing the approximate definition proposed by O’Gorman and Schneider (2008). We can337

further simplify their definition, such that338

MAPE ∝ [Γ]v[{∂yT}]2v, (5)

where Γ is an inverse measure of dry static stability. Using the notation from O’Gorman339

and Schneider (2008), [ . ]v indicates a vertical average from σ = 0.9 to the tropopause.340

For simplicity, we ignore variations in tropopause height and integrate up to σ = 0.1.341

{ . } indicates an average over the baroclinic zone, defined as the region within 15◦ lat-342

itude of the maximum vertically integrated eddy potential temperature flux (v′θ′ cosφ).343

Note that while the baroclinic zone width remains constant, the location shifts with time344

and crosses hemispheres. For the high obliquity case, where there are long periods of weak345
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eddy activity, this results in large jumps in latitude obscuring interpretion. Therefore,346

we also plot MAPE values averaged over a fixed 30◦ latitude band centered at the lat-347

itude of the yearly eddy potential temperature flux maximum (Fig. 5c,d). These are 43◦348

and 60◦ in the 23◦ and 85◦ obliquity simulations, respectively.349

As we can see in Fig. 5, the winter EKE cycle closely follows MAPE, with EKE350

maxima occurring when temperature gradients are strong and Γ is large (indicative of351

reduced vertical stability). The increase in [{∂yT}]2v precedes the increase in Γ, both when352

we examine changes within the baroclinic zone (Fig. 5 a,b) and when we examine val-353

ues at a fixed latitude band (Fig. 5 c,d). Note that while EKE is a measure of eddy ac-354

tivity, which, during the winter, is dominated by baroclinic eddy activity, it can also in-355

clude contributions by eddies generated through barotropic instability. This is especially356

relevant to the extratropical summer (Fig. 5 d), and as the “baroclinic zone” (as defined357

for these calculations) crosses through lower latitudes during seasonal transitions (Fig.358

5 b). Therefore, we do not expect EKE values in Fig. 5 to ever be exactly zero and we359

consider values below 0.3 MJ/m2 to be negligible. For the same reason, we do not ex-360

pect a close agreement in the summer (Fig. 5 d, between SS and AE). That said, for our361

purpose of examining winter baroclinic eddy activity, timings of “strong” EKE and large362

values of MAPE are almost coincident, with maxima of the two quantities being only363

a pentad apart.364

Extratropical dry static stability plays a role in determining EKE intensity and fa-365

vors EKE peaks in the latter half of the winter season in both simulations. During early366

and mid winter, the absolute value of temperature gradients rise, and Γ decreases, such367

that [{∂yT}]2v controls MAPE values. Near vernal equinox, Γ increases as temperature368

gradients begin to decrease. Since MAPE is a product of both, this results in the MAPE369

peak lagging slightly behind the peak in [{∂yT}]2v. Therefore, it follows that the EKE370

peak would also be expected to slightly lag relative to the vertically integrated temper-371

ature gradients, as is visible in Fig. 5.372

For the remainder of this paper, we can significantly simplify our analysis, and pro-373

vide a more intuitive understanding of results, by focusing on the vertically integrated374

meridional temperature gradients. In other words, the gradient can be thought of as a375

simple proxy for MAPE. Also, while the definition of MAPE from O’Gorman and Schnei-376

der (2008) is indifferent to the sign of the meridional temperature gradient, the time pe-377

riod when temperature gradients reverse signs is necessarily a period of weak temper-378

ature gradients. Therefore, we can interchangeably discuss a delay in vertically integrated379

temperature gradient reversal and a delay in increasing winter MAPE.380

3.2 Role of moisture in the temperature seasonal evolution381

What is causing the progressive delay in the timing of the temperature gradient382

reversal in the high obliquity simulations? Or, in other words, why does the pole emerg-383

ing from the summer season cool more slowly when obliquity is large? Note that we fo-384

cus primarily on the seasonal evolution of high-latitude temperatures because changes385

in equatorial temperatures are smaller than those at the poles, and no significant shift386

in the timing of their variations is observed. This is not to say that there are no changes387

at the low latitudes, but rather that these changes are small compared to those expe-388

rienced by the polar regions. We will briefly discuss some low-latitude effects in Section389

4.390

To gain some insight into the different seasonal cycles of temperatures at low and391

high obliquities, we consider the vertically integrated atmospheric energy budget (e.g.392

Neelin, 2007):393
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∂

∂t
〈E〉+

∂

∂y
〈vh〉 = Rtoa − Fsfc, (6)

where E = cpT + Lvq is the energy that can be stored in an atmospheric column (ne-394

glecting kinetic energy), that is, a moist enthalpy comprised of dry enthalpy cpT , with395

air isobaric specific heat cp and latent energy Lvq, with latent heat of vaporization Lv396

and specific humidity q; h = cpT + Lvq + gz is the moist static energy, which differs397

from E in that it also includes the potential energy gz. Vertical integrals are denoted by398

〈 · 〉, and ( · ) denotes both a zonal and a temporal long-term pentad average. The first399

term on the left-hand side represents energy storage in the atmospheric column, while400

the second term is the divergence of the meridional energy flux 〈vh〉 = 〈vh〉 + 〈v′h′〉,401

comprised of mean and eddy energy fluxes, respectively. The right-hand side of Eq. 6402

represents the net energy input (NEI) into the atmospheric column, through top-of-atmosphere403

radiative fluxes Rtoa and surface radiative and turbulent enthalpy fluxes Fsfc.404

At lower latitudes, regardless of obliquity value, the dominant balance is between405

NEI and the MSE flux divergence (Fig. 6). However, as obliquity is increased, the net406

energy input can be very large in the high latitudes, with negative values, indicative of407

energy deficit, in the winter hemisphere, and positive values, indicative of energy sur-408

plus, in the summer hemisphere (Fig 6). The weak MSE flux convergence/divergence at409

these polar latitudes implies an increasing role of the atmospheric energy storage, which410

include both a dry (〈∂tcpT 〉) and latent (〈∂tLvq〉) component. Importantly, in a moist411

atmosphere, changes in NEI are accompanied by changes in latent energy (moisture) in412

addition to changes in dry enthalpy (temperature). In other words, moisture can buffer413

temperature changes in response to insolation changes. Fig. 6 shows the different terms414

of the MSE budget at different times of the seasonal cycle for all simulations. Below we415

will however primarily focus on the behavior of the high obliquity simulation compared416

to the low obliquity simulation, and we will focus on the high latitudes for the reasons417

articulated above.418

As NEI starts increasing in the warm hemisphere after spring equinox, both in the419

low and high obliquity simulations we see an increase in energy storage, initially in the420

dry component and then, with a slight lag, in the latent energy component as well (Fig. 7a,c).421

As summer progresses, the relative contribution of the latent energy storage increases422

and does more so with higher obliquity: at summer solstice, it is about as large as the423

dry energy storage in the low obliquity simulation while it is the dominant component424

in the high obliquity simulation. By providing an alternative means of energy storage,425

moisture hence provides a buffering effect on the temperature response to changes in ra-426

diative forcing with obliquity, which both reduces the temperature maximum and de-427

lays its occurrence relative to the time of summer solstice as obliquity is increased. This428

delay is about 10 days larger in the 85◦ than in the 23◦ case (not shown). The transi-429

tion from the summer to the winter season reveals even more striking differences between430

the low and high obliquity simulations. In the low obliquity case, NEI, which becomes431

negative around 50 days after summer solstice, is primarily balanced by MSE flux con-432

vergence and dry enthalpy loss, with latent energy loss playing a negligible role. Signif-433

icant atmospheric cooling is seen to occur between autumnal equinox and winter sum-434

mer solstice. At high obliquity, instead, the large and negative NEI around autumnal435

equinox is primarily balanced by loss of latent energy in the atmospheric column, which436

reduces and slows down the dry enthalpy loss, which becomes negative only around au-437

tumnal equinox and peaks around 50 days later. In other words, latent energy loss at438

high obliquity also buffers the temperature response in the winter season, slowing down439

and delaying the cooling due to the negative NEI.440

We explore in more detail the behavior of atmospheric energy storage throughout441

the winter in the high latitudes in Fig. 8, which shows the rate at which the vertically442

integrated atmospheric column is losing dry and latent energy. The dry enthalpy loss in-443

creases with increasing obliquity, as does the latent energy, but as discussed above, its444
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relative contribution to the total energy storage decreases. There is also evidence of a445

delay in the time at which the dry enthalpy reaches its minimum value. The latent en-446

ergy loss is strongest at equinox, with small variations in timing, but large variations in447

intensity amongst the simulations, showing a monotonic increase in magnitude with in-448

creased obliquity. The dry enthalpy loss shows a much smaller magnitude increase than449

the latent energy loss, switching from being the primary means of energy loss in the low450

obliquity simulations to playing a more minor role in the high obliquity simulations.451

The role that atmospheric moisture plays in shaping the temperature distribution452

can be further explored by using the vertically integrated moisture budget, which relates453

the water vapor storage in the atmosphere to the net evaporation (E−P ) and conver-454

gence of moisture flux by atmospheric motion:455

∂t〈q〉 = E − P −∇ · 〈q u〉 − ∇ · 〈q′u′〉. (7)

The left hand side represents the storage term, while the right hand side includes net456

evaporation, and mean and eddy moisture flux convergence.457

All terms of the moisture budget are also shown in Fig. 7 for both the 23◦ and the458

85◦ cases (b and d, respectively). In the 23◦ simulation (Fig. 7b), the small excess evap-459

oration after vernal equinox is balanced by both moisture flux convergence and moisture460

storage. As the warm season progresses, evaporation grows in excess of precipitation and461

this is primarily accompanied by an increase in atmospheric moisture (or equivalently462

in latent energy), which peaks around summer solstice. The large evaporation is driven463

by large surface temperature and MSE, which sustain some degree of convective activ-464

ity (Fig. 7a). About a month after summer solstice, precipitation starts exceeding evap-465

oration (Fig. 7b), which is initially balanced by a decrease in atmospheric moisture, at466

which time large-scale condensation starts picking up. Near autumnal equinox, however,467

net precipitation is primarily balanced by eddy moisture flux convergence rather than468

local condensation. This high-latitude precipitation is however much smaller than the469

precipitation seen at lower latitudes at the same time and the associated latent heat re-470

lease is not large enough to compensate the radiative cooling tendency, resulting in dry471

enthalpy loss and atmospheric cooling lasting from before autumnal equinox through-472

out winter solstice (not shown).473

In the 85◦ simulation (Fig. 7d), we see a much smaller role for moisture flux con-474

vergence by the atmospheric circulation and, with the exception of about a month be-475

fore autumnal equinox, the dominant balance is between moisture storage and net evap-476

oration. Similarly to what is seen in the 23◦ case, evaporation exceeds precipitation from477

around vernal equinox to about a month before autumnal equinox, during which time478

the moisture storage is positive. Differently than the low obliquity case, however, the high479

near-surface temperatures and MSE maintain vigorous convection throughout the sum-480

mer, with precipitation rates smaller than, but of the same order of magnitude of, pre-481

cipitation rates within the ITCZ (c.f. Lobo & Bordoni, 2020). As evaporation rates de-482

crease towards the end of the summer, but the high near-surface temperatures continue483

to sustain convection, precipitation starts exceeding evaporation about one month be-484

fore autumnal equinox. This is primarily balanced, especially as net precipitation reaches485

its peak at autumnal equinox, by latent energy loss. Note how the latent heat release486

associated with both the convective and large-scale precipitation associated with this vig-487

orous convective activity is large enough to compensate for the radiative cooling from488

summer solstice throughout autumnal equinox, preventing any atmospheric cooling. It489

is only after autumnal equinox, as convective precipitation rates start decreasing, that490

cooling radiative tendencies on temperatures are no longer balanced by latent heat re-491

lease and dry energy loss (and cooling) occurs. In other words, it is only around this time492

that the latent energy loss is no longer capable of balancing the negative NEI and the493

dry energy loss is required to achieve energy balance. As discussed in more detail by Lobo494
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and Bordoni (2020), this drop in temperature is accompanied by local condensation of495

moisture, with large-scale precipitation reaching its peak right after the maximum in la-496

tent energy loss (Fig. 8c).497

We can more directly examine the relationship between latent heat release and tem-498

peratures by exploring its contribution to temperature tendencies (Fig. 9). Temperature,499

in fact, changes due to various local energy sources and sinks, including shortwave and500

longwave radiative fluxes, diffusion, and latent heat release associated with grid-scale con-501

densation, and sub-grid scale convection. We group the latter two together and refer to502

them as ∂Twater/∂t. While large-scale condensation or convection are occurring, latent503

heat is being released and there is a positive ∂Twater/∂t in the high latitudes (Fig. 9b).504

We can see that high values of ∂Twater/∂t in the high latitudes lead to low, or in some505

cases positive, meridional temperature gradients. In other words, the poles remain warm506

thanks to the latent heat release. By keeping temperature gradients small or negative,507

this results in weak baroclinic eddy activity. Then, once the water vapor is sufficiently508

depleted and the ∂Twater/∂t term tends to zero, we see a quick increase in negative tem-509

perature gradients (Fig. 9b) and a sharp rise in EKE. In Fig. 9c, we directly compare510

∂Twater/∂t to EKE, which showcases the clear shift that occurs as latent heat release511

due to water vapor condensation ceases and eddy activity grows.512

3.3 Comparison with dry simulations513

To further illustrate the importance of moisture effects on the temperature patterns514

and circulation, we compare the control simulations to dry runs where the saturation va-515

por pressure is set to zero. These dry simulations, at both 23◦ and 85◦ obliquity, make516

it easier to visualize the distinction between the system’s thermal inertia and the mois-517

ture’s buffering effect. As can be noted in Fig. 4(c,d), in the absence of moisture, the merid-518

ional temperature gradients reverse near equinox. Similarly, cooling rates are strongest519

approximately at equinox (Fig. 8d,e), such that the atmospheric sensible energy loss max-520

imizes roughly 50 days earlier than in the moist simulations.521

By affecting the meridional temperature gradients, it is clear that moisture can play522

a strong role in determining eddy activity. But it is worth briefly considering other mech-523

anisms through which moisture can affect eddies. Latent heat release reduces the atmo-524

spheric effective static stability (Lapeyre & Held, 2004; Chang et al., 2002), such that525

dry models underestimate eddy activity by nearly an order of magnitude if mean fields526

are held constant (O’Gorman, 2011). Based on that alone, we would expect the moist527

simulations to have significantly higher EKE values. However, we see that for 85◦ obliq-528

uity the dry simulation has the largest values for EKE, as well as significantly longer du-529

ration of winter baroclinic eddy activity (Fig. 3). Even for the 23◦ case, the dry simu-530

lation has slightly larger EKE. This allows us to conclude that the buffering effect is dom-531

inant, such that the inclusion of atmospheric water is suppressing rather than enhanc-532

ing winter baroclinic eddy activity.533

As was previously noted, changes in eddy activity also impact the Ferrel cell and534

storm tracks. For 85◦ obliquity, the moisture’s buffering effect leads to a 70 day delay535

in the formation of the winter Ferrel cell relative to the dry simulation (Fig. 10). Over-536

all, the effects of atmospheric moisture storage on the climate bear many similarities to537

those of increasing surface heat capacity, which shall be discussed in Section 5. Both mech-538

anisms slow warming during the summer, and increase the amount of heat that is avail-539

able when there is a radiative deficit in the winter, keeping polar temperatures more mod-540

erate year-round. In both cases, this leads to a weakening, or to the absence of winter541

baroclinic eddy activity, storm tracks, and winter Ferrel cells.542

To summarize, moisture influences the seasonal cycle of high obliquity planets through543

the following mechanisms: 1) During early summer, the increase of atmospheric mois-544

ture storage slows the rate of warming and reduces and delays temperature maxima. 2)545
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At the end of summer, the negative net energy input is primarily balanced by latent en-546

ergy loss, which delays the atmospheric cooling. 3) The latent energy loss (drying of the547

atmospheric column) occurs at times when vigorous convective precipitation exceeds evap-548

oration. Significant high-latitude convective activity in high-obliquity simulations results549

from MSE maximazing at the summer poles. 4) As latent energy loss is no longer able550

to compensate for the increasingly negative NEI, temperatures start decreasing, which551

is accompanied by local large-scale condensation of atmospheric moisture. This further552

extends the high-latitude rainy season to one month after autumnal equinox. 5) The steps553

described above can be re-interpreted in terms of the positive temperature tendencies554

due to the diabatic heating associated with high-latitude precipitation. It is the latent555

heat released as moisture condenses out at times of latent energy loss that gives rise to556

positive temperature tendencies that counteract the radiatively driven cooling, slowing557

down polar cooling and impacting the meridional temperature patterns. For high obliq-558

uities these effects are sufficiently strong to keep the poles warmer than the mid latitudes559

until winter solstice, delaying or even preventing baroclinic eddy activity, the formation560

of storm tracks, and the winter Ferrel cell.561

4 Response to changes in longwave optical depth562

The intensity of longwave radiation emissions is not a prescribed model quantity563

and has a complex relationship with the circulation and temperature. However, we can564

examine the sensitivity of our results to changes in longwave radiation by using differ-565

ent optical depth parameterizations, as described in Section 2. As was the case when we566

varied obliquity, these simulations were designed to redistribute energy without any net567

warming or cooling of the planet. In the low latitudes, these various simulations tend568

to produce qualitatively similar climates. There are some significant changes in overturn-569

ing intensity and structure that can be noted in Fig. 1, but our focus here is on the higher570

latitudes and on how relatively small changes in longwave optical depth have an impact571

on eddy activity. Some general patterns can already be discerned by looking at the sea-572

sonal evolution of the EKE across these optical depth simulations (Fig. 9). The EKE573

maximum is larger in both the τwv and the τeq.max simulations than in the τcontrol sim-574

ulations, regardless of obliquity. In terms of timing, the results show a less clear tendency,575

with different formulations leading to a smaller or larger delay depending on the obliq-576

uity value. This can also be noted in the seasonal evolution of the Ferrel cell’s edge in577

Fig. 10.578

In simulations with latitudinally varying optical depth (τeq.max), the atmosphere579

is optically thicker (thinner) at the equator (pole). At high obliquity this results, as might580

be expected, in a cooler polar summer (Fig. 2d) and also allows for slightly faster cool-581

ing during the fall (Fig. 8e). This enhanced cooling reduces the polar moisture storage,582

which in turn leads to a lower maximum in the temperature tendency due to water con-583

densation (∂Twater/∂t, Fig. 9d). As we might expect, in these simulations high latitude584

eddies form slightly more rapidly and achieve higher EKE values than the control sim-585

ulation. This can be noted in Fig. 3 for both high and low obliquity cases. The changes586

in eddy activity are relatively subtle, but can also be noted in the slightly earlier Fer-587

rel cell formation (Fig. 10b,c).588

In the lower obliquity simulations, changes in mid- and low-latitude moisture stor-589

age may have an impact on the high-latitude effects we are describing. The high-latitude590

latent energy variations (solid lines, Fig. 8i) are weaker in low obliquity simulations, such591

that their magnitude is comparable with the mid-latitude variations (thin lines). The592

latent heat release in the midlatitudes occurs a few weeks later than at the poles, and593

would facilitate more negative temperature gradients during NH winter. Thus, for the594

23◦ τeq.max simulation where there is latent heat release in the midlatitudes, combined595

with a higher optical depth in the low latitudes, it is not surprising that the EKE val-596

ues surpass those of the τcontrol simulation (Fig. 3). Note that these mid-latitude val-597
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ues are not shown in the remaining panels (c and f) because they are very small in com-598

parison to the large polar latent terms of high obliquity simulations and would be dif-599

ficult to visualize.600

We also consider the effects of a water vapor feedback, which requires the optical601

depth to vary with time in conjunction with the atmospheric water vapor concentration.602

During the summer, in the τwv simulations, temperature increases lead to increased evap-603

oration and increased atmospheric moisture content, which increases the longwave op-604

tical depth, establishing a positive feedback. However, once temperatures begin to de-605

crease in the winter and most of the water condenses out, the local optical depth can be-606

come lower than in τcontrol, reducing the greenhouse effect. The time at which the near-607

surface τwv polar optical depth (at ∼ 75◦ latitude) drops below τcontrol is indicated with608

a vertical grey line in Fig. 8 (f, i). The increased high-latitude latent heat effects in τwv609

simulations, together with increased summer temperatures, hinders eddy formation in610

the early winter (Fig. 10, c). But the accelerated polar cooling later in the season (Fig. 8)611

can facilitate stronger temperature gradients and stronger EKE maxima for τwv simu-612

lations (Fig. 3 & 9).613

5 Response to changes in surface heat capacity614

The effects of atmospheric moisture storage are in many ways similar to the sea-615

sonal effects of an increased surface heat capacity. The model’s prescribed ocean mixed616

layer depth determines the surface heat capacity, such that a deeper mixed layer increases617

the capacity for local energy storage or loss. Increasing the mixed layer depth from 1m618

to 50m increases the thermal inertia timescale from about 1 day to about 2 months (Lobo619

& Bordoni, 2020; Cronin & Emanuel, 2013), reducing the amplitude of seasonal varia-620

tions in climate. Given that the effects of varying mixed layer depth are well studied for621

Earth-like (low obliquity) cases (e.g. Donohoe et al., 2014; Barpanda & Shaw, 2020), here622

we will primarily focus on high obliquity simulations with mixed layer depths of 1, 10,623

25, and 50m.624

In high obliquity simulations with a deep mixed layer, the poles remain relatively625

warm year-round and the meridional temperature gradients in the northern (southern)626

hemisphere stay positive (negative) most (10m and 25m) or all of the year (50m). In-627

creasing the mixed layer depth (Fig. 11a-d) leads, as expected, to behavior increasingly628

similar to that of simulations forced with annual mean insolation (Fig. 11e). In the fol-629

lowing, we will only discuss resulting changes in extratropical eddy activity, the main630

focus of this paper, despite a host of other interesting features emerging outside of the631

polar regions.632

As the mixed layer depth is increased, there is an overall reduction of EKE. Focus-633

ing on the winter baroclinic eddies, Fig. 12 shows that the high latitude EKE maxima,634

which appears in the 85◦ 1m simulation at the end of winter near vernal equinox, is weaker635

(10m), or entirely absent (25 and 50m) in simulations with deeper mixed layers. The Fer-636

rel cell is similarly absent in these simulations. While in the shallow mixed layer depth637

simulations, it is primarily atmospheric moisture that prevents the poles from cooling638

during the winter, through its buffering effect and the associated latent heat release upon639

condensation, in the deeper mixed layer depth simulations energy exchanges with the640

surface play an increasingly dominant role. This can be seen both in the influence of la-641

tent heat release upon condensation on temperature gradients (Fig. 9e), which decreases642

as the mixed layer depth increases, and in the relative magnitude of the surface and at-643

mospheric energy storage (Fig. 13): already at intermediate mixed layer depths (10 and644

25m), surface heat exchanges dominate over atmospheric energy storage terms. It is in-645

deed the buffering effect of the surface heat capacity, with the ocean uptaking heat dur-646

ing the summer and releasing it during the winter, which prevents large temperature ex-647

cursions at the high latitudes in the high obliquity simulations and which keeps the poles648
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relatively warm during the winter, hence suppressing eddy formation. These results are649

largely consistent with the behavior observed in coupled atmosphere-ocean simulations650

(Ferreira et al., 2014), where the reduction in winter eddy activity at high obliquity was651

linked to changes in surface temperature gradients. While ocean heat transport played652

a role in the coupled simulations, the dominant effect was determined to be local ocean653

heat uptake. These results are also in general agreement with studies of Earth’s climate,654

which show that surface heat capacity can control the amplitude of midlatitude storm655

track seasonality by buffering seasonal changes in insolation (Barpanda & Shaw, 2020).656

Our aquaplanet simulations, hence, suggest that in Earth-like planets, with a global657

ocean and a deep mixed layer, the ocean heat storage would control the energy budget658

and could keep the poles warm enough to weaken or even prevent baroclinic eddy ac-659

tivity. However, it is important to note that the 50m mixed layer depth also results in660

a weak seasonal cycle and a weak atmospheric circulation, which implies a weakening661

of the wind stress and buoyancy forcings that can help sustain a deep mixed layer. Ad-662

ditional future studies with coupled atmospheric and ocean models and a representation663

of sea ice will be valuable for understanding the ocean’s influence on seasonal behavior664

and constraining more realistically plausible planetary climate configurations.665

6 Discussion and Conclusions666

In this study, we have demonstrated the fundamental role that atmospheric mois-667

ture plays in mitigating extreme seasonal excursions that one would expect in high obliq-668

uity planets in idealized aquaplanet simulations. One manifestation of this mitigating669

effect is a weakening or absence of wintertime extratropical baroclinic eddy activity and,670

with it, of a mid-to-high latitude precipitating storm track. While a similar behavior was671

also seen in a previous study using a coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM, and attributed672

primarily to the large ocean thermal inertia (Ferreira et al., 2014), here we show how this673

occurs even for very shallow ocean mixed layer depths. The presence of atmospheric mois-674

ture increases the effective heat capacity of the atmosphere through its latent energy com-675

ponent, which is a strongly nonlinear function of temperature following the Clausius-Clapeyron676

relation. This effect reduces summer temperature maxima at the poles. During the fall677

and winter, the net energy loss in the high latitudes is primarily balanced by latent en-678

ergy loss, which delays the atmospheric cooling. The condensation that accompanies this679

atmospheric drying, and the associated latent heat release, counteracts the radiatively680

driven cooling, slowing down the drop in polar temperatures and keeping the poles warmer681

than the low latitudes throughout the winter, which in turn prevents vigorous baroclinic682

eddy activity that lives off the potential energy stored in the sloping isopycnals.683

From an energy budget perspective, the dominant role that latent energy storage684

and, to a smaller extent, sensible energy storage play in the high latitudes of high obliq-685

uity planets guarantees that energy balance is maintained even with little-to-no atmo-686

spheric poleward energy transport in the solstice seasons outside of the reach of the broad687

cross-equatorial winter Hadley cell (Lobo & Bordoni, 2020). It is in fact only at the end688

of the winter months, when polar temperatures drop significantly, after the atmospheric689

moisture has been depleted, that baroclinic eddies can form. However, their poleward690

energy transport is for the most part counteracted by the equatorward energy transported691

by the resulting Ferrel cell, with overall modest values of net poleward energy transport.692

As the ocean mixed layer depth is increased, large seasonal temperature excursions693

at the high latitudes are buffered by the increasingly larger ocean heat capacity, with694

energy storage in the ocean surface progressively replacing the atmospheric latent en-695

ergy storage as the dominant term balancing the net energy loss during the winter months.696

In this respect, our idealized simulations suggest that regardless of surface thermal in-697

ertia, ocean-covered high obliquity Earth-like planets would not experience significant698

extratropical storm activity.699
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Though it is not clear how many rocky planets will feature surface water, any such700

planets would be immensely appealing targets for habitability studies, given that wa-701

ter is a minimum requirement for life as we know it. As we have shown, the presence of702

moisture in Earth-like planets can have a significant effect on the atmospheric circula-703

tion and its response to changes in radiation. This work, combined with previous stud-704

ies of lower-latitude features (Lobo & Bordoni, 2020), as well as studies of other plan-705

etary regimes including tidally locked planets (Haqq-Misra et al., 2018; Labont & Merlis,706

2020), highlights the importance of accounting for moisture, and its numerous feedbacks,707

in simulations of planetary climates. While of fundamental importance, the role of wa-708

ter vapor remains challenging to quantify, especially when accounting for cloud processes709

in more comprehensive GCMs. This was reflected in the TRAPPIST-1 Habitable At-710

mosphere Intercomparison (THAI) findings (Sergeev et al., 2021), which showed that even711

without accounting for seasonal variability (obliquity and eccentricity were set to zero)712

water vapor content led to the largest inter-model differences, as well as in Yang et al.713

(2019) which included differences based on stellar type. Given the seasonal effects dis-714

cussed in this work, we strongly recommend future exoplanet inter-model comparisons715

include planets with strong seasonal cycles.716

The use of a slab ocean, with no dynamic coupling and a shallow mixed layer depth,717

allows us to focus on the atmospheric circulation and its seasonal behavior, thus allow-718

ing us to isolate the relevant mechanisms. While it is not meant to be representative of719

Earth’s ocean covered surfaces, this configuration is both a valuable theoretical tool and720

potentially a useful representation of land planets and regions with shallow bodies of wa-721

ter. Land planets with various surface water configurations could have wider habitable722

zones than ocean worlds (Abe et al., 2011; Kodama et al., 2018, 2019), making them at-723

tractive targets for further work. In particular, moisture effects discussed in this work724

could be especially relevant for land planets with surface water concentrated poleward725

of the Hadley cell edge.726

On planets with abundant surface liquid water, we might expect to see expansive727

and deep Earth-like oceans that would dampen the seasonal cycle. An ocean with sub-728

stantial heat transport could certainly influence the seasonal climate (Ferreira et al., 2014),729

as has been shown to be the case even on tidally locked planets (Checlair et al., 2019;730

Hu & Yang, 2014). But there are few constraints on the abundance of ocean-covered ter-731

restrial exoplanets or their ocean properties. Many factors, including distribution of con-732

tinents (Salazar et al., 2020), salinity or sea ice, could significantly affect the ocean’s mixed733

layer depth and thus its ability to store heat locally (Olson et al., 2020). Until further734

constraints can be placed, it will be important to consider planetary configurations rang-735

ing from those dominated by atmospheric transport and storage to those dominated by736

ocean heat capacity.737

Thus far, we have mostly contrasted the effects of atmospheric moisture storage738

and surface heat capacity on the meridional temperature gradients. But it is worth not-739

ing that their combined effects suggests that temperate and moist high obliquity plan-740

ets, including ocean covered worlds and land planets, will likely have weak baroclinic-741

ity. It is possible that planet specific properties such as surface albedo and topography742

could alter these results. For example, an anomalously low polar optical depth could,743

as we have shown, facilitate temperature gradient reversals. Also, depending on plan-744

etary and stellar properties, many of these planets could be susceptible to runaway warm-745

ing or cooling, potentially leading to a snowball scenario (Shaw & Graham, 2020), re-746

sulting in planetary properties far beyond the range of climates considered here. The pres-747

ence of continents could also significantly complicate these results, changing patterns of748

surface albedo, heat capacity, and water availability, as has been shown to be relevant749

for the climate of tidally locked exoplanets (Lewis et al., 2018; Macdonald et al., 2022).750

Clouds could also play a large role, altering regional optical depth and albedo. But, in751

the absence of large meridional gradients in planetary properties, on a temperate planet,752
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it is hard to conceive means through which a strong winter Ferrel cell and storm tracks753

could be sustained in high obliquity planets.754

Strong latent heat effects during seasonal transitions can complicate our understand-755

ing of planetary thermal inertia. Significant atmospheric latent heat effects, such as those756

in our high obliquity simulations, could delay temperature maxima and minima in the757

high latitudes, affecting planetary emission patterns, as well as some atmospheric spec-758

tral properties. Previous studies have attempted to relate planetary thermal inertia to759

changes in light curves (e.g. Cowan et al., 2012; Gaidos & Williams, 2004). But even if760

we were to overcome observational limitations, atmospheric moisture storage and latent761

heat effects could make it challenging to distinguish the surface heat capacity’s contri-762

bution to the planetary thermal inertia.763

The relationship between obliquity, planetary thermal emissions, and in particu-764

lar secondary eclipse properties, have been extensively explored for warm Jupiter-sized765

planets (Rauscher, 2017; Ohno & Zhang, 2019b), in preparation for upcoming JWST ob-766

servations. But for exoplanets with Earth-like planetary and orbital properties, their small767

size combined with their large orbital radius make observational studies of planetary emis-768

sions unachievable in the near future. However, studies of reflected light may become in-769

creasingly viable with missions such as NGRST, and future versions of HabEx/LUVOIR.770

An Earth twin is still expected to pose a challenge, particularly for water vapor detec-771

tion (Feng et al., 2018). But for high obliquity planets, the large seasonal fluctuations772

in atmospheric water vapor mixing ratio, and albedo changes linked to variations in cloud773

fraction (not included in our model) could affect the likelihood of water vapor detection.774

Also, while water is of particular interest for habitable planets, the mechanisms de-775

scribed here could be relevant for a broader range of planets with other atmospheric con-776

stituents that undergo phase changes. For example, methane undergoes phase changes777

on Titan (Lorenz, 2005) and could play a larger role in Titan-like exoplanets, which are778

expected to exist around a variety of stellar hosts (Lora et al., 2018).779
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Figure 1. Contours of mass flux streamfunctions during NH winter solstice (day 270, left) and

late winter (day 330, right). Color contours show the clockwise winter Hadley cell, with intervals

of 5×1010 kg/s. Grey lines show streamfunction for the counter-clockwise winter Ferrel cells, with

intervals of 5 × 109 kg/s and a minimum cutoff of 1010 kg/s. The top two rows show simulations

with constant optical depth (τcontrol), at 23◦ (a,b) and 85◦ (c,d) obliquity. The middle row (e,f)

shows results from a dry simulation. The bottom rows show 85◦ obliquity with a water-vapor

dependent optical depth (τwv, g,f) and a latitudinally varying optical depth (τeq.max, i,j).
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Figure 2. Near-surface temperatures (top row), and meridional temperature gradient (bottom

row) for simulations with different obliquities and optical depth structures: from left to right, 23◦

τcontrol, 85◦ τcontrol, 85◦ τcontrol dry, 85◦ τeq.max, and 85◦ τwv. The x−axis shows time starting

from northern hemisphere vernal equinox (VE), with other tick marks indicating summer sol-

stice (SS), autumnal equinox (AE), and winter solstice (WS). The black contours (bottom row)

show regions of positive (negative) vertically integrated meridional temperature gradients in the

southern (northern) hemisphere with intervals of 5× 10−6 K/m.

Figure 3. NH winter EKE, vertically integrated and averaged between 35◦ and 90◦ latitude.

EKE values are shown over time, measured in days since autumnal equinox and after taking a

3-pentad rolling average. The top panel shows τcontrol results, and the bottom panel shows a

variety of configurations at 23◦ and 85◦ obliquity. Dry τcontrol simulations are shown in red, τwv

in green and τeq.max in yellow, a convention we keep throughout the manuscript.
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Figure 4. Vertically integrated meridional temperature gradients (K/m, color contours) and

vertically integrated EKE (intervals of 0.5 MJ/m2, line contours) during NH winter. The panels

show values for 23◦ (left) and 85◦ (right) simulations, both with τcontrol (top) and τcontrol dry

(bottom) configurations.

Figure 5. Comparison of MAPE and EKE values in the 23◦ (left) and 85◦ (right) τcontrol

simulations throughout the year. Top row shows values averaged across the baroclinic zone which

varies position with time, and the bottom row shows values averaged over a fixed latitude band

centered on the latitude of the yearly eddy potential temperature flux maximum in the northern

hemisphere. The left y-axis shows values of MAPE (black), meridional temperature gradients

[{∂yT}]2v (red), and inverse dry static stability [Γ]v (grey), all expressed as a fraction of their

annual mean value. For comparison we also show near-surface temperature gradients in panels

c and d (red dotted line), plotted as {−∂yTsfc} to highlight the time period when temperature

gradients are negative in the NH. Values below zero are cutoff by the y-axis, and the magnitude

is scaled so that the peak matches the MAPE maxima. The right y-axis shows EKE values in

MJ/m2 (blue).
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Figure 6. MSE budget and role of energy storage during seasonal transitions. The meridional

distribution of MSE budget terms in the NH is shown for early summer (40 days after VE, left),

summer solstice (center), and autumnal equinox (right) for all τcontrol simulations.
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Figure 7. Evolution of energy budget terms (a,c) and moisture budget (b,d) throughout the

year for the 23◦ and 85◦ τcontrol simulations. Values show the area weighted average between 60◦

and 90◦N. Panels a and c show changes in atmospheric dry (brown) and latent (magenta) energy

storage, as well as the net energy input into the atmosphere (orange). Latent heat release from

sub-grid convection (light blue) and grid-scale condensation (dark blue) is also shown. Panels b

and d show the net evaporation (blue), moisture flux convergence (green) and atmospheric mois-

ture storage (pink). Net evaporation is given by the difference between evaporation (dashed light

blue) and precipitation (dashed dark blue).
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Figure 8. Surface and atmospheric energy storage. Seasonal evolution of the ocean mixed

layer energy storage (left), as well as storage in the atmospheric column by dry energy (middle)

and latent energy (right, solid lines). Values (W m−2) are vertically integrated, averaged between

60◦ and 90◦N to focus on polar properties, and then smoothed with a 3-pentad rolling average.

The dash-dotted lines on the right show large-scale precipitation (mm/day). The top row in-

cludes only τcontrol simulations for all obliquity values, while middle and bottom rows include all

85◦ and 23◦ simulations, respectively. The vertical lines in panels d and g show the time when

the near-surface high latitude τwv optical depth drops below the τcontrol value. The thin solid

lines in panel i show change in latent heat between 50◦ and 20◦N. Note that Cw is the specific

heat capacity of water, and d is the depth of the ocean mixed layer.
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Figure 9. EKE averaged between 35◦ and 90◦ latitude vs average meridional temperature

gradient (left). High-latitude condensation and convection temperature tendencies vs meridional

temperature gradient (center). EKE vs temperature tendencies due to latent heat release (right).

All quantities were vertically integrated, and averaged over the NH. Each marker shows values

from a different pentad during NH winter (from pentad 37 to 71). The simulations used in each

row are the same as in Fig. 8, but the dry simulations have been removed.
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Figure 10. Seasonal evolution of NH Ferrel cell’s edge. The cell edge is determined as the

latitude at which the vertically integrated streamfunction exceeds 1010 kg/s in magnitude. Col-

ors match previous figures, with (a) showing τcontrol simulations with various obliquities, (b)

85◦ simulations, and (c) 23◦ simulations. We apply the same 3-pentad rolling averaging as in

previous figures.

Figure 11. Same as Fig. 2 for simulations with 85◦ obliquity and mixed layer depths increas-

ing from left to right (1, 10, 25, and 50m). The panels on the far right show a simulation where

insolation is kept at its annual mean value. Note that the contour intervals for temperature are

different from Fig. 2.

Figure 12. Vertically integrated EKE, for 85◦ obliquity moist simulations with varying mixed

layer depth (1, 10, 25, and 50m, from left to right). For comparison, the far right panel shows

values for the dry 85◦ 1m mixed layer depth simulation. Grey lines highlight EKE values of 0.1

(dark grey), 0.4 (medium grey), and 1 MJ/m2 (light grey) to facilitate comparisons.
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Figure 13. Surface and atmospheric energy storage, as in Fig. 8, for 85◦ simulations with

mixed layer depths of 1, 10, 25, and 50m.
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